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Abstract—Specific features of large scale, long term simulation tasks in agro-environmental and agri-food systems are discussed in the limelight of existing approaches of multiscale, hybrid, dynamic modeling. As an alternative solution, the recently developed new generic framework of the extensible Direct Computer Mapping is introduced. The application of this methodology is illustrated by two, dynamic balance model examples for the patch analysis of a rural watershed area, as well as for the simulation based quantitative tracking and tracing of a trans-sectorial agri-food process network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural and environmental engineering has the advantage of last arriving in the implementation of the nowadays developed tools of ICT. These sectors, in lack of previously introduced, old generation solutions, can start with the newest ICT methods and tools "from scratch", especially in the less developed parts of world. Obviously, data collection and data acquisition based methods go ahead, while predictive simulation models have to be developed further for the solution of the large scale and long term tasks of agro-environmental and agri-food problem solving.

Right now, we have more and more data from GIS, from remote sensing, from sensor networks, from process and production control, as well as from the mandatory data service for the authorities. It supports the fast development of data acquisition based reasoning (like data mining, Process Analytical Technology, etc.). However, the excellent data mining and statistical methods are not enough either for the interpretation of the rare and slow changes in control, or for the predictive analysis of long term multidisciplinary problems in strategic planning.

Consequently, we need also 'a priori' predictive dynamic modeling and simulation methodologies for the underlying multidisciplinary, multiscale and hybrid systems.

II. COMMON SPECIFIC FEATURES OF AGRO-ENVIRONMENTAL AND AGRI-FOOD MODELS

Let us start from two example problems of agro-environmental and agri-food processes, illustrated in Fig. 1. It is the part of a sensitive watershed area (a1), where human municipalities, agriculture, fishery and forestry are affected by environmental (e.g. climate) changes, as well as controlled also by the environmental protection. There are local agri-food chains (or rather networks), consisting of various actors from seed production, through plant cultivation, animal husbandry, and food industry to the food market (see a2 in Fig. 1) also with multiple environmental connections. In addition, there are possible interactions between the two systems (e.g. agri-food side uses and might...
Fig. 1. Simplified illustration of model abstraction for an agro-environmental and an agri-food system.
contaminate water resources). Left and right sides of Fig. 1 show the decomposition of the two, different systems to the unified set of building and connecting elements in sense of our M&S methodology, described in Chapter III. Using these examples, first we analyze the specific and common features of agro-environmental and agri-food process networks from M&S points of view.

A. Large and multi-scale, holistic network structures

The agro-environmental system (a1) consists of land patches, flow sections and lake compartments. For example the studied whole watershed contains 38 sub-watersheds, 20 lake compartments of the large shallow lake, 57 small lakes, 121 water sections, and 17 kinds of land patches according to CORINE land cover system in each sub-watershed. Nevertheless the model is scalable according to the sub-watersheds and/or the land patch types. The various water sections and land patches can be described by different models of various disciplines. Water flow related connections amongst the patches and water sections determine the backbone network structure of the system.

The agri-food system (a2) consists of interconnected actors, while each of them can be described by a time varied dynamic network (timed flowsheet) of the underlying processes. The natural scalability is given by the actors, as well as by the inside structure of the larger actors. The actors have very heterogeneous data service abilities from sophisticated ERP systems to the small family farms with a paper notebook. Material flow related connections inside and between the actors define the backbone structure of the system.

The simplest representation of water flow and material flow related structures can be solved by directed networks, as the small details of b1 and b2 show them in Fig. 1, respectively. Regardless to the usefulness of popular network representation of biosystems, ecosystems and social systems, they show only the surface of the more complex dynamic nets, which are signed with c1 and c2 in Fig. 1. These structures of the multiscale, hybrid models are more sophisticated, than the apparently similar State Transition Nets, because there might be various kinds of connections between the various slots (small circles inside the rectangles or ellipses), determining also the causal relationships. Local parameters, as well as locally interpretable and executable prototype programs can be associated with the net elements. The respective models will be discussed in Chapter III more detailed.

B. Time-driven and event-driven long term processes in changing environment

Agro-environmental models usually have a long time horizon, because studying the effects of the changing meteorology, vegetation and human-built environment needs more time. In addition there might be sudden changes to be taken into consideration in time-driven or event-driven modes (e.g. extreme weather, suddenly appearing contaminations, etc.).

The agri-food transparency models need the continuous incrementation of the actual transformations inside the actors’ processes, as well as the actual transporting between the actors, respectively.

The process models have to be prepared for the mixed use of quantitative (balance based) and qualitative (rule based) elements and connections, as well as for the various kinds of temporal characteristics.

C. Structural and functional extensibility in space and in time

Considering the long term applications, the M&S methodology of agro-environmental and agri-food systems must tolerate the changing structure of the model in multiple level. It is impossible to prepare the model for all of the ad hoc appearing components (e.g. contaminant) in advance, but they have to be added in any place and time with automatic forwarding them along the structure. Also new connections have to be added to the existing slots at any time. Finally, some elements can be added or removed in time, while the complete states of the model must be systematically saved, of course.

III. DIRECT COMPUTER MAPPING BASED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AGRO-ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS

Multiscale, hybrid processes contain more complex elements and structures, than the theoretically established mathematical constructs.

Having recognized these problems, in our approach, called Direct Computer Mapping (DCM) of process models [14], [15] we began to develop a process modeling methodology that maps the very structural and functional element of the process onto the respective elements of an executable program, directly, without transforming them into any specific mathematical construct. Starting from the analysis of conventional (chemical and other industrial) process systems, recently we have extended the methodology for the modeling of a broad range of process models from cellular biosystems [16] through non-conventional technological processes [17], to complex environmental systems [18].

Based on these experiences we developed a new generic framework that can be applied also for agro-environmental and agri-food systems.

A. Generic framework of model generation

The architecture of the generic framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. There is a standardized set of generic state, transition and connection elements, while the general kernel is prepared for the execution of these elements.

The state (ellipses in d1 and d2 of Fig. 1 ) and transition (rectangles in e1 and e2 of Fig. 1) elements are distinguished only functionally. Both kinds of prototypes have slots: for optional number of unified input data list structures (small darker circles within ellipses and rectangles); for optional number of unified output data list structures (small circles within ellipses and rectangles); for optional number of unified (local) parameter list structures (small rectangles within ellipses and rectangles) and for optional number of local program declarations (small rhomboids within ellipses and rectangles). Many elements may use identical programs, declared in the prototype for the given subset of elements. The local program alternatives, declared in the prototype elements, autonomously determine the respective output data with the knowledge of the actual parameters and input data.

The various types of connections describe the strictly
distinguished state → transition and transition → state, slot specific data flows. The connections carry data from an output slot to an input slot, while the connections define also the operators, determining the inputting (e.g. read, decrement) and outputting (e.g. decrease, increase, overwrite, etc.) of the carried content.

C. **Easy use of multiple temporal and spatial scales**

Temporal behavior of the states, transitions and connections can be described by individual timing of the elements. The spatial scale of the elements can be identified by an optional list of integers (tree structure), accordingly the connections contain the respective scale identifiers both at the receiving and at the sending side. The event driven operation of the multiscale processes is controlled by reading/writing connections.

D. **Easy extensible incrementation**

The methodology can easily be applied for the long term running and stepwise, real time incrementing of the model based information system.

In the case of agro-environmental models it means that the measured historical data are continuously supplemented and there is an automatic, incremental simulation, while the complete states of the simulated model are saved periodically. The user can initiate simulation from any point of time and, the calculation will start from the closest previously saved time. In the future related simulations the model can use either appropriate estimated boundary (e.g. meteorological) conditions or the user can add hypothetical series of the past data. As another kind of extension, the user can add new (optionally decomposable) components to the list of any state element at any time, while the simulation will forward them according to the possible flows. Finally the expert (and limitedly also the user) can modify, add and delete some elements in the dynamic partitions of the model, temporarily or finally.

The agri-food transparency models are systematically (e.g. daily) supplied by the new transportations and transformations, reported by the actors. The incremented model is simulated day by day automatically, while the complete states of the simulated model are saved periodically. In simulation based tracking, and tracing investigations the user can add hypothetical or really measured components to the list of any state element at any time. Also the base model of the actors can be upgraded, by changing of the respective dynamic facts and clauses.

E. **Possible, causally right backwards simulation**

The applied model representation makes possible the causally right backwards (reverse) simulation of the balance based, quantitative models. This can be solved by reversing the signs of all changes and by starting from a previously obtained state with backwards temporal steps. In backward (reverse) simulation the causal execution of the local programs is the same, only the time is stepping backwards, as well as the mass increases and decreases are replaced for decreases and increases, *vice versa*. Also the extending of individuals is replaced for removing and removing for extending, respectively. This makes possible the qualitative and quantitative tracing.

IV. **EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS**

A. **Examples for the elements of DCM models**

Let us return to the formerly studied examples in Fig. 1. Part c1 illustrates the dynamic net, transformed from the network b1. The state elements correspond to the nodes of the network. The transition elements read the respective states (dotted lines), calculate the changes and decrease (dashed lines) or increase (solid lines) the amount of water in the connected water sections. Similarly, part c2 shows the dynamic net, transformed from the network b2. The state

---

**Fig. 2. Generic framework of Direct Computer Mapping**

The field specific expert modeling starts from the building of a GRAPHML [19] represented backbone network model from the native sources (e.g. GIS objects, flowsheet elements, etc.). Next the expert, utilizing the standardized generic elements, prepares the field specific prototypes. The GRAPHML description of the actual process net structure can be prepared from the network, with the knowledge of the prototypes in a semi-automatic routine procedure. Finally a general purpose interpreter transforms this GRAPHML description into the declarative facts and clauses of the core model.

B. **General purpose simulation of unified elements**

The user, with the knowledge of the structural and functional templates, generated also by the model interpreter configures the core model with the task specific input, resulting the actual model.

The actual model can be executed by the general kernel in the following, cyclically repeated steps: (1) The modifying connections change the content of the input slots of the state elements, according to the respective receiving operator; (2) The state elements execute the associated program prototypes, which determine the new outputs of the states; (3) The reading connections read the content of the various state output slots, according to the prescribed sending operator; (4) The reading connections change the content of the input slots of the transition elements, according to the respective receiving operator; (5) The transition elements execute the associated program prototypes, which determine the new outputs of the transitions; (6) The modifying connections read the content of the output slots of the transition elements, according to the prescribed sending operator.

---

**Examples for the elements of DCM models**

Let us return to the formerly studied examples in Fig. 1. Part c1 illustrates the dynamic net, transformed from the network b1. The state elements correspond to the nodes of the network. The transition elements read the respective states (dotted lines), calculate the changes and decrease (dashed lines) or increase (solid lines) the amount of water in the connected water sections. Similarly, part c2 shows the dynamic net, transformed from the network b2. The state
elements correspond to the storages, represented by nodes of in the network. The sowing, spraying, fertilizing and harvesting elements in the prescribed points of time read the respective storages, calculate the changes and decrease or increase the mass in the given parcel.

Parts d1 and e1 in Fig. 1 show examples for actual and prototype state ("flow_section") and transition ("flow") elements from the net c1. Similarly parts d2 and e2 illustrate examples for actual and prototype state ("material") and transition ("action", actually seeding) elements from the net c2.

Both state and transition elements get input data from the input connections to their input slots. The interpretation of the data is determined by the sending operator of the connections (marked with bold underlined worlds), and by the respective input slots. The actual elements according to their Prototype ID unify the input data and the parameters to the input variables in the input slots of the respective prototypes. Next, local program is executed, and the output variables are determined for the output slots. The resulted values unify to the output slots of the actual elements.

Finally, the output connections get values from the output slots. The interpretation of the data is determined by the receiving operator of the connections (marked with bold underlined worlds), and by the respective output slots.

As an example for the simulated results of an agro-environmental system, in a hypothetical case study (Fig. 3) we assumed that a certain amount of contamination (10 kg/day) gets into a flow section (signed with a dark circle in Fig. 3) during a 15 days long period in March 10-24, 2013. The contamination goes through a couple of water courses, fishponds and lakes, right to the large lake. In the small diagrams we can follow how this component dilutes through the water sections, as it reaches lake within a few days.

C. Dynamic simulation based tracking and tracing of the trans-sectorial agri-food processes

The qualitative tracking and tracing can be solved by forward and backward dynamic simulation of simplified balance models, while the complexity of the problem solving is less, than in the case of usual graph route search. In addition, with the knowledge of the known, measured or estimated stoichiometries, the method can easily be extended with ad hoc added components for the quantitative tracking or tracing of the studied harmful or useful ingredients.

Fig. 4 illustrates a tracing study in small part of a sector spanning agrifood transparency system. The highlighted elements show how a diluted test contamination, detected on Nov 1, 2011, can be traced back to the possible origins on Sept 11, 2010. Fig. 5 shows a tracking in the same process network. According to the highlighted elements the concentrated test contamination on Sept 2, 2009 spreads through the various pathways and can be detected on July 10, 2011.

The methodology makes possible to recognize the (sometimes hidden) resources and wastes, to analyze the added values along the chains and, in a longer time horizon, to study how some investigated ingredients appear in the basket of the typical consumers’ groups.


